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What is MIT App Inventor?

• MIT App Inventor is an innovative beginner’s introduction to programming 
and app creation that transforms the complex language of text-based coding 
into visual, drag-and-drop building blocks. 
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TalkToMe: Our first App Inventor app
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Turn On and OFF an LED (Hello World)

• Name your new project as LED_CTRL or whatever name you would 
like for your first app and click ok to enter into the main screen.
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• When you click ok after naming your app, you will be moved to a main screen to make your app, the screen that appears 
on your window is called as Designer, where you need to design user interface like buttons, widget, text pane, label this 
window act as a controller and there is also another window where you need to program the graphical codes to make 

your function to work.
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• On the left side you can see palette, the palette which contains interface, layout, 
Media, Drawing and Animation, Sensors, Social, Connectivity etc.,

• To create your user interface on the main screen you need to pick buttons and your 
required stuffs from the palette.

• Click Layout on the left side below palette, Pick Table Arrangement and drop into 
the Viewer.
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• On the left side of the table properties, change columns and rows to 3 and also 
change the width to fill parent from automatic.
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• Pick Listpicker from User Interface and drop into first row in the Viewer screen. This used to connect 
to your Bluetooth device. When you click this button it will display available Bluetooth devices.
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• Select ListPicker from the Components List

• Go to list picker properties and change the text to Bluetooth and you can 
also upload an image file to the list picker.
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• Click on the None tab below Image and upload your Bluetooth picture to set it to 
Listpicker.

• Click the upload file and browse to the image you want to use for the ListPicker, if the 
Viewer Screen displays the Image for the ListPicker in larger size you need to alter the 
height and width of the ListPicker by going to the properties for the Listpicker. 
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• Next pick a button and drop into second row of the Viewer screen and add another 
button to the same row.
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•Click on the first button and go the 
button properties and change the name 
of the button to ON do the same for the 
second button by changing the name of 
the button to OFF.
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• Change button color by changing the background color from properties of the 
appropriate button.
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• Pick and place Label from user interface and place into the 3rd row of Viewer Screen. Go to 
properties and remove the Text label and leave this as empty, this label will later on used 
for indicating whether our app has connected to an Bluetooth or not.
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• We have almost completed User Interface for our first Android app, we also need some Non-visible components to 
make this app, the first one is the clock which can pick and placed from the sensor palette.

• It provides the instant in time using the internal clock on the phone. It can fire a timer at regularly set intervals and 
perform time calculations, manipulations, and conversions. We are using clock to cause activities to occur at a preset 
interval.
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• Last step in this tutorial pick Bluetooth client form the connectivity palette and place it 
inside the Viewer screen. The Bluetooth client component which allows us to connect to 
other device and make us to send and receive data’s between Bluetooth devices.
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• We have completed the user interface design for the first app, now this design requires 
program to run behind this and do certain functions, let’s move to programming.

• Click on the blocks to get into programming mode
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• Click ListPicker1 and select  
when.listpicker1.BeforePicking block and place 
into programming window.
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• After placing the first block and scroll down in the list picker blocks and select 
set.Listpicker1.element to

• Go to Bluetooth client and pick Bluetooth client address and names and complete 
the first block.

• The first block which explains, when you click the list picker button, it should display 
the available Bluetooth devices that are already connected to your device previously.
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• Now complete the second block by going to the different components and pick and 
place the required block into programming window.
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• If then block can be pick from the 
built in functions.
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• Second block which explains, when you pick a Bluetooth device from the 
available list the current device that you picked should be used as a current 
device and Bluetooth address will be stored and the app will communicate 
with the selected device.
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• The third block which is placed inside a timer, this block will assign Connected 
text to Text Label on the third row if the Bluetooth device is connected if the 
device is not connected Text label will display message as Not Connected.                              
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• Text string block can be added from 
Text in built function
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• We have already seen how to add If then block from controls, in the above program for 
screen shot we have added If then else block, which is not available in the controls, w 
need to place usual if then block and click on the blue icon on the if then block and 
place the else function to the block.
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• You need to create a control task for the two button we created in the Viewer 
screen.

• When you press the first button it will send “on” and for the second button it is “off”. We 
connect to a Bluetooth device attached to Arduino, when Arduino receive these two string 
we have to program based on these string and make a decision to turn On and Off an LED.
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Complete block for the program to control an LED 
connected to an Arduino
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Creating Android App

Convert your block into android app. Click build and select app (save .apk to my computer).
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• You need to add HC-05 or HC-06 or whatever model you are using to your android
device, connect your Bluetooth device VCC to 5v and Gnd to Ground of Arduino, go to
your Bluetooth and turn on your Bluetooth and search for devices, connect to your
Bluetooth device using default password, most Bluetooth devices will be ‘1234’ or 
‘0000’.
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Connecting Bluetooth and programming Arduino
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• Connect your LED to 13th pin of Arduino, if you don’t want to connect an LED 
still you can do this project, by default an LED is connected to the 13th pin of 
Arduino. 

• Connect TX of Bluetooth to 10th pin and RX of Bluetooth to 11th pin. You can 
also connect it to the available TX and RX pins that is 0 and 1, when you connect 
to these two pins you cannot connect your Arduino to your PC or Laptop.
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#include <SoftwareSerial.h>

SoftwareSerial BT(10, 11); //TX, RX respectively

String state;         // string to store incoming message from bluetooth

void setup() {

BT.begin(9600);         // bluetooth serial communication will take place on pin 10 and 11

Serial.begin(9600);        // serial communication to check the data on serial monitor

pinMode(13, OUTPUT);    // LED connected to 13th pin

}

void loop() {

while (BT.available()){                //Check if there is an available byte to read

delay(10);                     //Delay added to make thing stable

char c = BT.read();        //Conduct a serial read

state += c;                      //build the string- either “On” or “off”

}

if (state.length() > 0) {

Serial.println(state);

if(state == “on”)                  // if the received string is on, turn on led connected to the pin 13

{digitalWrite(13, HIGH); }

else if(state == “off”)          // if the received string is off, turn off led connected to the pin 13

{digitalWrite(13, LOW); }

state =””;}}                          //Reset the variable
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